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Some apps, such as Instagram, do not allow you to upload photos directly from cloud services such as Google Photos. You have to download them to your phone first. The Native Save to device option present in Google Photos makes this possible. However, it doesn't work in Google Photos sometimes. In this post, we'll
tell you how to fix Google Photos Save the device doesn't work the problem. Some Google Photos users don't see uploaded photos in their gallery or camera roll. Others see bugs such as Oops, something went wrong or the problem of saving on the camera roll when uploading photos or videos from Google
Photos.Whatever the question is, here you learn how to solve Google Photos Save the device does not work issue on Android and iOS.Why this keep the device missing in Google PhotosBefore we jump into solutions to solve this problem, let's understand why Save the device may not be available in some situations.
Multiple imagesIf you're trying to upload multiple images from Google Photos on your Android phone that won't work. In such cases, you won't see save the device at all. You have to upload images individually. However, you can download a few photos on your iPhone, as shown below. A photo stored on your deviceIf the
photo is already stored on your phone, you won't see Save on your device. For such photos you will get removed from the device option. Download albums Option Save on your device is not available for your albums. You need to download individual photos stored in the albums. However, you can download photos from
shared albums in Google Photos on your phone. Now let's check the solution to solve the problem of Saving the device doesn't work properly.1 Reboot PhoneSometimes, it's just a temporary problem and a quick restart will fix it. So restart the phone and then try to upload the photos. Many users try to download photos
in the wrong direction. They select a photo on the home screen of the Photos app and then click on the three-point icon at the top. That's not right. You'll only see the removal or archive option. The right way is to open a photo by clicking on it. Once the photo or video is on the full screen, click on the three-point icon at
the top. You can also hold up the pictures. Finally, click on Save on the device or download. On the iPhone, you can also use the interchange button to download one or more images. To do this, select a few images on the Home Screen of Google Photos. Click on the shared data icon. Select Save The Images. 3. Check
in the right place when you download photo from Google Photos, you won't find it at the top. Instead, it will be available on the same day as the image in Google Photos. For example, if you added a photo on June 23, 2019 and uploaded it to your phone, you'll have to scroll down to Google Photos to view it in June 2019.
Provide the necessary permissions when you upload photos or videos from Google Photos, your phone must have permission to store them. To check and provide permission, follow these steps. Permission to deposit a grant on AndroidStep 1: Open phone settings and go to apps and notifications/apps. Step 2: Look for
photos under all apps. Click on The Permits. Step 3: Make sure it has a storage permit. Give you access to storage on iPhoneStep 1: Open the Settings app on your iPhone or iPad.Step 2: Go to privacy followed by photos. Step 3: Click on Google Photos. Choose Reading and write. 5. Check the available storage Since
you download something, you should have enough space on your phone to store it. If the files are missing even after using the Save option on your device or you get bugs like not being able to download to Google Photos, check for available storage. If the store is full, check out tips for freeing up storage on your iPhone
and Android. Click here to see our Google Article page If there is no Save the Device option, you should use the older version of the app. We offer to update the Google Photos app from the respective stores on Android and iPhone. Learn how to find out if an app update is available.7 Clear Cache (Android only) If you
can't download photos even by clicking Save on your device, try clearing the cache for the Google Photos app on your Android phone or tablet. By clearing the cache, your photos won't be deleted. Here's how to do it. Step 1: Open settings and go to apps/apps and notifications. Step 2: Under all apps, click on the photos.



Step 3: Click on the store and then clear the cache. Restart the phone. 8. Download photos from the overall album You can download one or more photos from shared albums without any problems. To do this, open a shared album under the Sharing tab. Choose the photos you want to download. Click on the download
icon at the top. Try workaroundsIf none of the above solutions will help, we have some workarounds that you can use now. First, some Google Photos users have suggested adding photos or videos to the album to Google Photos. Then upload the file to your phone from there. Second, you can share a photo with some
other apps and then download them to your phone with them. For example, on an iPhone, you can add them to the Notes app using the available option under the share icon. Third, you should try to re-add your account by deleting your Google Photos account first. Finally, Apple doesn't support all video formats. If With
only one video, this type of video cannot be supported, and therefore you can't download it. Last updated 18 January 2020 Above article may contain affiliate links that help support Steering Tech. However, this does not affect our editorial integrity. The content remains impartial and authentic. Google Photos is probably
your go-to option when it comes to back up your photos. But what if the app just stops uploading photos to the server? This puts you at risk of accidentally removing the precious image and losing it forever. However, even if Google Photos stops uploading photos, there's no need to panic. Try some of the solutions below
and I hope you can solve this problem. Content Table: Solution 1 - Make sure the synchronization enabled by Google Photos Sync is a feature equally important for both downloading and uploading photos on your Android device. Before you move on to other solutions, make sure this inherent function is enabled. Here's
how: View Google Photos. Go to the settings for backup time and synchronization. Make sure the backup time and synchronization is on. Solution 2 - Check your connection If your internet connection isn't stable, you won't be able to upload photos to the cloud, especially if they're large files. So, just make sure you are
properly connected to the internet. In case you notice any problems, check this article for additional solutions. On top of this, Google Photos is not automatically installed to upload photos when you use cellular data. Obviously, this is not recommended due to possible overuse of data, but if you want to include this option,
just do the following. Open Google Photos. Go to the settings for backup time and synchronization. Under cellular data reserve time, switch photos and/or videos. Solution 3 - Clear the cache cleaning of the app cache (and data) is one of the oldest tricks in the book. Of course, it falls under the category of common
solutions, but it can actually solve the problem, so you should try it nonetheless. Here's how to clear the Google Photo cache in Android: Go to settings. Go to the app or app manager (depending on your phone). Find the pictures. Click Warehouse. Click clear the cache. If clearing the cache doesn't solve the problem,
you can go back and clean up the store (data). Just keep in mind that it will completely reset the app and you will have to customize it from scratch again. Solution 4 - App Update It is possible that the download problem is actually a widespread problem that was caused by some error in the code. If this is indeed the
case, Google will probably deliver a fix update soon. So, just make sure you keep all your apps up to date and the problem can solve itself. Solution 5 - Check the store by default, Google allows you to store an unlimited number of photos and videos in photos, but due to quality. When you set up a backup, you can
choose whether you want to upload as many photos as you But in high quality, or you want to keep the original quality, but you can only use 12GB of storage space. In case you decide to upload your photos in its original size, you can run out of storage space earlier than you think. If this is true, you have two options. You
can buy extra space, space, switch to uploading high-quality photos. If you want to purchase additional storage, visit the Google Warehouse page to find out how much space you use and more plans available. But if you don't want to buy extra space, you can always switch to an unlimited option and upload (below) high-
quality photos. Don't worry, the difference is barely noticeable, so you'll be fine most of the time. Here's how to change download size to Google Photos: Open Google Photos. Go to the settings for backup time and synchronization. Click the boot size. Choose high quality (free unlimited storage). Solution 6 - Reinstall the
app If none of the previous solutions have solved the problem, try reinstalling the application. Who knows, maybe that will solve the problem of download. That's it. I hope that at least one of these solutions has helped you solve the problem of uploading images and videos to Google Photos. If you have any additional
questions or comments, just let us know in the comments below. This article is part of our coverage of Google Photos. If you want to know more tips and tricks from Google Photos, or if you have some problems with this app, visit our Google Photos Hub for more content. SearchClear searchClose searchGoogle
appsMain menu Help CenterCommunityUnidence can't find your photos? Google Photos/www.google.com/tools/feedback/metric/report/www.google.com/tools/feedback/metric/report importance of open ended questions in nursing. importance of open ended questions in counseling. importance of open ended questions
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